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1 

2,923,272 
ELECTROSTATIC COATING APPARATUS WITH 

AUTOMATIC SELF-WIPING MEANS 

Rodger J. Emmert, Birmingham, Mich., assignor to Gen 
eral Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., 
of Delaware 

Application November 3, 1955, Serial No. 544,763 
8 Claims. (Cl. 118-44) 

' This invention relates to improvements in electrostatic 
coating apparatus and to electrostatic atomizing devices 
therefor. More speci?cally, the invention is concerned 
with atomizing devices of the type in which paint or other 
liquid coating material is supplied at a controlled rate 
to the discharge ori?ce of an applicator device and is 
caused to flow and to be atomized therefrom by the 
cataphoric action of a high potential electrostatic ?eld 
established between the applicator and an oppositely 
charged article to be coated. 

Such electrostatic atomizing devices as have been pro 
posed heretofore have proven to be impractical owing 
mainly to the clogging by paint, dirt and other particles 
of the very ?ne discharge ori?ce required to obtain 
atomization and to the difficulty of obtaining a satis 
factory spray and article deposition pattern therefrom. 
The present invention has among its general objects 

to provide improvements in electrostatic atomizing devices 
and coating apparatus of this character from the stand 
point of facilitating their adjustment and cleaning, pro 
moting uniformity of paint ?ow and improving the spray 
and article deposition pattern therefrom. Related ob 
jects are to improve the operating e?iciency and to reduce 
the paint consumption of electrostatic coating apparatus 
of this character. 

In the drawings: ‘ 
"Fig. l is a cross-sectional, longitudinal view of a form 

of applicator device in accordance with the present in 
vention; > 

Fig. 1A is a cross-sectional, longitudinal view of the 
applicator of Fig. 1 equipped with a drive mechanism 
for rotating a part thereof; 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged cross-sectional view with parts 
broken away showing a modi?ed part of the apparatus 
of Figs. 1 and 1A; 

Fig. 3 is a diagrammatic illustration of a related form 
‘of applicator in accordance with another embodiment of 
the present invention; 

Fig. 4 is a front view of another form of applicator in 
accordance with the present invention; 

Fig. 4A is a modi?ed form of the applicator of Fig. 4; - 
Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional, longitudinal view taken in 

‘the direction 5-5 of Fig. 4; 
Fig. 5A is a cross-sectional view of a part shown in 

Fig. 5; _ 
‘Fig. 6 is anenlarged, fragmentary portion of Fig. 4; 
‘Fig. 7 is across-sectional, fragmentary view taken in 

the direction 7-7 of Fig. 6; 
Fig. 8 is a‘ view taken in the direction 8—8 of Fig. 5; 

and ‘ ' 

Fig. 9 is a diagrammatic illustration of an electro 
static spray painting installation and an electrical control 
system for a form. of applicator used therein in ‘accord 
ance with the present invention. 

Referring to the drawings, Fig. 1 illustrates a form of 
applicator head or gun in which paint. or other liquid 
coating or ?lm forming material may be ?nely atomized 
without the use of compressed air. The applicator 10 
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2 
comprises a generally spherical, outer body member 11 
and a spool-shaped or piston-like inner member 12, which 
is received within a deep cylindrical'cavity 14 formed 
within the body member. The forward portion of the 
wall of the cavity forms 'with the outer surface of the 
body member a continuous lip 16 which is extended in 
a direction generally parallel to the axis of the applica 
tor. The lip 16 may be of circular, or approximately 
circular, shape and has a thin discharge edge 18 which 
may be of knife-like sharpness. ' 
The inner member has a threaded central stem or 

rod portion 22, which is coaxially received in a threaded 
body opening 24 that extends into the body cavity. The 
forward portion of the inner member is shaped to pro 
vide a continuous and substantially circular lip 26 also 
terminating in a thin knife-like discharge edge 28. 
The discharge edge 28 ‘of the inner member is spaced 

slightly from the outer member and forms therewith an 
annular opening or discharge ori?ce 30 for an annular 
passage 32, the curved walls of which are held to close 
limits of concentricity in order to obtain uniform flow 
of paint throughout the entire circumferential‘clearance 
space between the outer and inner members forming the 
passage. The passage 32 communicates at its inner 
end with an annulus 34 formed by an annular groove 
in either the inner member or outer member or by a pair 
of annular grooves in the adjacent curved'surfaces of the 
outer member and the inner member, as shown. Paint or 
other liquid material is supplied under some pressure 
and at a uniform delivery rate to the annulus 34 from 
an external liquid supply line 35 (Fig. 9), which is suit 
ably connected‘ to the body member and communicates 
with an obliquely extending supply passage 38 leading 
to the annulus. An O-ring or other seal 40 located 
behind the annulus is provided in an annular groove in 
the inner member to prevent ?uid leakage into the in 
terior of, the-applicator. ' . 

The outer end of the stem 22 of the inner member may 
be slotted,'or otherwise formed, as shown at 42,‘to re 
ceive an adjusting tool rearwardly insertable from the 
exterior of the applicator for axial adjustment of the 
inner member relative to the‘outer member without re 
quiring system shutdown.. Either the outer lip or both 
the outer and'the inner lip may be tapered a few degrees, 
as shown, to permit of changing the gap spacing and the 
thickness of the liquid ?lm supplied to the forward edge 
of the applicator by axial adjustment of the inner member 
relative to the outer member. By oppositely inclining or 
tapering the curved surfaces of the outer and inner mem 
bers forming the rearwardly diverging paint passage 32, 
the width of the discharge ori?ce and, therefore, the paint 
?ow may be increased by axial movement of the ‘inner 
member in either the forward or rearward direction. 
Viewed as a nozzle, this construction may aid in shaping 
the spray pattern from the nozzle by reason of the dif 
ferent spray cone angles that can be obtained therefrom. 

In order to reduce corona loss and electrical leakage, 
all corners and. edges of the applicator structure's de 
scribed herein should be rounded except for their attenu 
ated forward discharge edges which are of continuous 
extent transversely of the axis of the applicator. > A 

In operation, the applicator 10 is connected by a con-. . 
ductor 44 to one side of a high voltage, DC. power 
supply 45. The other side of 45 may be grounded or 
otherwise .connected to anoppositely spaced electrode46, 
which may be the workpiece to be coated. The work 
piece is shown in Fig.v 9 carried in a vertical position 
and moved in a horizontal direction by a grounded con 
veyor 50 in a direction approximately normal to the axis 
of the applicator. The applicator is insulated from 
ground and may be mounted on an insulated‘ stand or 
insulated from the support stand. Thé applicator has 
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been found to operate best when the paint is fed from 
the top when its axis is horizontal, so that the pressure 
difference in the annular passage 32 due to gravity head 
is counteracted by the pressure‘ difference therein‘ due to 
?ow friction and turbulence. ._ 
With a potential difference of approximately 190 kilo 

volts or upwards between the grounded workpieces and 
the applicator, the thin liquid ?lm supplied from the 
internal paint annulus to the forward edge of the ap 
plicator will become charged with electricity and will 
be caused by cataphoric action to flow from the ischarge 
edge in the form of an exceedingly line and dispersed 
liquid spray. The atomized spray particles will be 
charged to the potential polarity .of the electri?ed ap 
plicator and will be ,electrostatically attracted to and 
deposited on the oppositely charged workpiece. The 

' atomization appears‘to take place from the terminus of 
the paint ?lmat the forward edge .of the applicator where 
there is formed a nonédisruptilvle, convective corona dis 
charge or electric wind which is ‘believed to cause the 
initial disintegration or rupture‘ of ‘the thin ?lm into 
v?nely divided,‘ charged ‘particles. ' 

In order to reduce the weight of the applicator and 
electrical leakage therefrom, either the outer member or 
inner member or both of these members may be .con 
structed of electrically non-conductive material, instead 
of from metal. The corona discharge necessary for 
atomization of the paint ?lm can be'obtained from either 
of the knife-edged outer or inner members, from both 
of these members, or from the exposed terminus or edge 
of-the paint ?lm itself. 7 
To sharp circular discharge edges of the outer and 

inner members will induce the formation of cylindrical 
corona curtains which bound and may unduly tend to 
con?ne the spray from the atomizer where the outer and 
inner members are constructed of metal. Therefore, 
some improvement in the uniformity and spread of the 
annular spray pattern produced by the applicator may be 
obtained by constructing the inner member, at vleast, of 

electrically non-conductive material, thereby eliminating 
‘or reducing the intense corona discharge otherwise pro 
duced from the discharge edge of a metallic member. 
Since it may be desired occasionally to clean or flush the 
applicator with paint thinners or‘ solvents, such parts of ' 
the applicator that may be formed of plastic should be 
formed of solvent resisting as ,well as of paint resisting 
materials. 7 
The applicator devices of 'Figs. 1 and 1A also may be 

‘provided with an air born or manifold 52 surrounding 
and suitably attached to the outer member, as shown. 
,Air or other gas may be supplied under pressure from 
a line 54 to .an air annulus 5_6 ‘communicating with the 

i _'inner end of an annular air passage 58. Air from the 
outer end of the passage is supplied in an annular air 
sheath, which surrounds the .spray from the applicator 
and in?uences the patternrand the direction of the_paint 
fog therefrom. 

vFig. 2 illustrates a modi?cation for thepconstruction of 
the inner ‘member 12, which maybe made of metal or 
of some ?exible or expandible paint resisting material. 
“The forward peripheral portion of the innermember may 

' be'helically grooved or threaded or provided with ‘for 
wardlyinclined serrations as shown at 60 for promoting 

I uniform paint ‘?ow whenthe inner member is rotated or 
oscillated about its axis or reciprocatedaxially of the 
structure by rotary, vibratory or other means. 

;..0n..e..mar1ner.in whiehrhe inner member 9f the appli 
.. ernfaFig- .1 may be rctatedifer example'isshpwn in 
.i is- 1A- The stem 2'2 .ef ‘the .innlér- memher'mav be 
wormed?oftwo, sections,‘ including an integr , 1. portion 22a, 

i hell is rotatable ~with theinner member, and ‘a sta 
titonary threaded portion,22b, which is -;threadably re 
tlceived inih? threaded ,axial bodyopening :24. Suitable . 
xcoupling _means,_-such asa split or flexible bearing62, 
"formed 'of nylon or other material, is provided to permit 
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4 
rotary movement of the inner member and axial adjust 
ment thereof by wadjustrnent'of the stern portion 22b which 
?xes the axial position of the inner member. The inner 
member may have a ring gear formed internally thereof 
as shown at 64 meshing with a smaller drive pinion 66 
secured to a drive shaft 63. Shaft 68 extends through an 
opening in the outer body member and may be rotated 
manually for occasional rotary adjustment. The‘ shaft 
68 could be driven continuously by either ‘an air or elec 
tric drive motor, or it could be oscillatably indexed by 
the actuating mechanism of Figs; 5 and 8 to' be described 
herein. Where the atomizing gap and the axial position 
of the inner member with respect to the outer member 
are ?xed, a simple central drive can be employed. 

Figs. 4 to 8 illustrate another form of applicator in 
accordance with the present invention in which the outer 
and inner members 71 and 72 are shown in Fig. 5 as a 
pair of soaxially nested, shallew, swamped, metallic 
elements each having a substantially circular lipv 74 and 
76, respectively, of approximately kniferedge'sharpness. 
The inner member is keyed to a shaft .78 that passes 
centrally through an axially extending stem or boss por 
tion 8%, which is formed on the outer member and pro 
vides a bearing for the shaft. Keyed to the shaft and 
adjacent the boss portion v8t) is a rocker arm or lever 82, 
which is associated with ‘an’ actuating mechanism, such 
as an air cylinder assembly 84, mounted on the back face 
of the outer member. The adjacent transverse faces of 
the outer and inner members are relieved as shown at 86 
and are spaced apart axially by an Oilite type or other 

> suitable thrust bearing ‘88 which provides a bearing sur 
face between the faces of the two members. 
A rounded jam nut 96 and a washer 92 are provided 

at the end ,of the shaft adjacent the inner member,‘ and 
a spring‘94 coaxial with the shaft is provided between 
the lever 82 and a washer 96, .which is retained on the 
other end of the shaft by’ a cotter pin 98, to retain the 
outer and inner members in proper axial relation to each 
other. Screws, such as 100, may be provided in the 
inner member so as; to back the latter off from the outer 
member during disassembly of theldevice. A standard 
lubricator ?tting 102 is threadably received in an open 
ing in the back face of the outer member to supply 
lubricant to the shaft '78 through an inclined passage 104 - 
and annular groove 106, as shown. 
The outer member 71 may be provided with a rounded 

sheet metal cap or cover .110, which is suitably affixed 
thereto, as byi?at head machine screws 112, and has a 
rod or handle 114 rearwardly projecting therefrom by 
means of which the applicator device may be mounted 
on an insulated ‘support stand or?xture or through an 
insulating member ‘to the support stand and connected 
to the power supply. The conductor rod 114 is fastened 
to the cover by a nut 116 and a dished washer 118 and 
is provided with asocket-like opening 12010 receive the 
high voltage conductor 44efromrthe ‘power supply. The 
paint supply line 35 is shown extending through the cover 
110 and is connected to the 'paint‘linlet side of an air 
operated paint shut-01f valve 121 vwhosevpain't voutlet side 
is threadably received in a threaded opening in the back 
face of the outer member; An airline 122'is ‘shown con 
nected to the operating airinlet of the shut-off valve. 

’ Thepshut-olf valve 121 is shown in Fig. 5A ‘as having a 
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paint inlet passage 123 and a paint outlet passage 124, 
which communicate with an interior paint chamber 125, 
one wall of which is formed by one side of a ?exible 
diaphragm 126 formed of paint resisting material. ' The 
operating air inlet is shown ext-127 communicating with 
anair'chamberAITZS, one wall of jwhichis :formedby ‘the 
side of the diaphragm opposite the paint chamber. 

Paint is ‘supplied through the ‘paint valve ‘121 to the 
.paint annulus 130 shown formed‘between the opposed 
curved surfacesoftheouter .andinner members._ From 
,the‘annulus 1134, the paint is supplied through the an 
nular passage 132 to the annular ori?ce 3134~forrned~be 
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tween the extended, knife-like discharge edges of the outer 
‘and lnner members. A removable drain plug 136, which 
is threadably_received in a threaded radial opening 138 
and commumcates with the paint annulus 134, may be 
provided to facilitate draining of the annulus during sys 
tem shutdown. Another opening 140 extending between 
the faces of the inner member may be provided to drain 
any paint that may leak between the adjacent faces of 
the outer and inner members. 
The appliczaor devices of Figs. 4 and 4A feature the 

use of a novel cleaning arrangement that effectively re 
moves trapped paint, dirt and other particles that may 
clog the annular paint passage and discharge ori?ce and 
mterfere with the paint ?ow and spray pattern therefrom. 
{\s shown in the embodiment of Fig. 4, the outer and 
mner members are provided with a number of uniformly 
spaced, narrow wiper elements 146, 148 which wipe the 
walls of the annular paint passage 132 when the inner 
member 72 is oscillatably indexed and rotated. The 
wipers may be carbide or other metal inserts, which are 
pressed and cemented into uniformly spaced slots in the 
paint ?lm carrying surfaces of the outer and inner mem 
bers. They also could be formed as integral risers by 
selectively plating selected portions of the opposed curved 
surfaces of the outer and inner members. 
manner of attaching or forming the metal wipers may 
be equally satisfactory. 
As indicated in Fig. 7, the wipers extend from the 

paint annulus 130 to the discharge edges of the inner and 
outer members and across the annular passage 132 be 
tween the lips of the outer and inner members. After 
installation in the outer and inner members, the wipers 
are ‘ground to conform to the attenuated and curved lip 
contours of the outer and inner members, and their wip 
ing surfaces are honed su?iciently to permit movement 
of the inner member with respect to the outer member. 
In order to provide complete Wiping action of substan 
tially the entire annular paint passage, the inner member 
is rotatably indexed an amount approximately equal to 
the arcuate distance between adjacent wipers of the inner 
or outer member. ‘ 

The air cylinder actuating mechanism 84, by means of 
which the inner member may be oscillated relative to the‘ 
outer member, includes a cylinder body portion 152, 
which is securely mounted on the back face of the outer 
member, and an internal piston 154, which is loosely 
coupled to the end of one arm of the rock lever 82 by 
a link pin 156, as shown. An air line 150 connected to 
the cylinder body is adapted to supply compressed air 
from a suitable air source 162 to actuate the air piston. 
The piston displaces the lever 82, which is connected with 
the inner member to the dotted position shown in Fig. 8. 
The lever is displaced against a button stop 166, which 
prevents damage to the wipers and is mounted on the 
back face of the outer member. The lever is returned 
against another button stop 168 by a spring 170 that is 
connected to the lever 82 and a post 172 on the back of 
the outer member. In lieu of the return spring, the cyl 
inder may be adapted to have air selectively admitted to 
either side of a double-ended piston to obtain the for 
ward and return strokes thereof. ' 
The inner member of the applicator need be only in 

termittently indexed. In operation it has been found 
su?icient to index the inner member but once over inter 
vals of from 3 to 20 minutes, but this may vary depend 
ing upon the type of paint employed and the job. Since 
paint in the annular passage 132 maybe ejected there 
from in a stream when the inner member is rotatably in 
dexed, the inner member is indexed preferably only when 
the applicator is between parts on the conveyor. 
A suitable control installation, which permits the appli 

cator to be indexed between parts on a conveyor and 
after a predetermined number of parts have passed the 
applicator, is shown in Fig. 9. The installation includes 

. a conventional counter or timer device 184 that is adapted 
to close a set of normally-open contacts 186 after a. pre 
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determined time or after a predetermined‘nuuiber of parts 
46 have been conveyed past the applicator 10. The con 
tacts 186 are connected in series ‘in the energizing circuit 
of a conventional solenoid valve shown at 188, together 
with an additional set of normally-open contacts 190 of 
a photo-electrically operated relay 192. The relay 192 
forms a part of a photo-electric control system which in 
cludes a lamp 194 that is located on one side of the con 
veyor 50 anda light sensitive cell 196, which is located 
on the other side thereof. The cell 196 ‘may be a selenium 
cell or other photo-electric device andis connected in 
controlling relation with an ampli?er 198 that includes 
the relay 192. The lamp and cell are so located relative 
to the applicator that when the latter is between parts on 
the conveyor, the lamp, and cell also'will be located 
between a pair of adjacent parts on the conveyor. 
The energizing circuits for the solenoid valve 188, the 

lamp 194, and photo-electric system together with the 
input circuit of the high voltage power supply 45 are 
connected for energization through a master switch 20.0 
from local supply mains 202, 204. With the switch 200 
closed, the counter or timer 184 will close its contacts 
186 after a predetermined time or after a predetermined 
number of parts have been conveyed past the applicator. 
The solenoid valve, however, will not be energized to 
permit compressed air to be supplied from the air source 
162 of the air motor until the applicator is located be 
tween parts on the conveyor. The light beam from the 
lamp will then impinge upon the photocell and cause the 
relay ampli?er to close the contacts 190 and complete 
the energizing circuit for the solenoid valve. I 
The above-described photo-electric system may be em 

ployed with another solenoid valve 208 to operate the 
paint valve 121, as shown in Fig. 5A, so that paint is 
supplied to the-applicator only while a part is in the 
spraying region, thereby preventing loss of paint when 
the applicator is between adjacent parts on the conveyor. 
The solenoid valve 208 supplies compressed air from the 
air source 162 to line 122 to the‘ paint valve when the 
contacts 186 of the photo-electric control system close to 
complete the energizing circuit of this solenoid. The ' 
paint shut-off valve 121 is located preferably within the 
applicator, as shown in Fig. 5, and as close to the paint 
annulus therein so that there will be a minimum volume 
of paint in the applicator gun when the paint supply is 
shut off. By indexing the wiping mechanism of the appli 
cator each time the applicator is between parts, a single 
solenoid valve and photocell control system can be em 
ployed to operate both the indexing air motor and the 
paint shut-off valve. 
The DC. power supply 45 may be either of the high 

voltage transformer-recti?er variety or of the RF. os 
cillator-recti?er variety and should be able to supply 
voltages up to and, in some cases, in excess of 150 kilo 
volts. In the spraying of heavy pigmented material, 
such as may be used for the prime coating of automobile 
bodies, for example, satisfactory operation may be ob-> 
tained with a spacing oftaround 18 inches between the 
applicator and the articles, an atomizing gap of around 
0.004 inch and a potential di?erence of from 110 to 135 
kv. between the applicator and the articles on the 
grounded conveyor. Satisfactory atomization has been 
obtained with various paint compositions employed in the 
applicators described herein‘ with atomizing gaps be 
tween the limits of 0.0017 and 0.006 inch. The degree 
of atomization has been found to vary with the article 
applicator spacing, the atomizing gap spacing, the com 
position and viscosity of the liquid coating material and 
the applied voltage, all of which variables‘ need to be 
taken into account in any particular installation. The 
paint is supplied to the top of the atomizer in su?icient 
quantity and at a uniform delivery rate to replenishlthe 
paint atomized from the edge of the applicator. 
The above described applicator devices will produce 

‘ an annular spray and deposition pattern upon the surface 
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of an article intercepting the ‘path of the annular spray. 
The outer portionso'fthe band of coating material which 
is produced ‘as the‘art'icle is moved past the applicator 
will have a thicker vdeposit of coating material than por 
tions intermediate the ends of the band. To aid in‘the 
promotion of a more uniform ‘coating thickness, the 
applicator of Fig. 4 may be slightly modi?ed, as shown 
in Fig. 4A, to include ‘a pair of enlarged, diametrically 
opposed wiper elements 146a in the outer member 71 
and a corresponding pair of enlarged wipers 148a in the 
inner member 72 of ‘the applicator assembly. The ele 
ments 146a, 148a are shown located immediately adjacent 
and disposed on opposite sides of the vertical center line 
of the applicator. Each of the wide elements replaces 
an adjacent pair of narrow wipers carried by the in 
dividual outerand inner members and is of the same width 
or arcuate length as'the arcuate distance spanned by a 
pair of adjacent narrow wipers 146‘and 148 in the outer 
or inner members.“ Conceivably, the narrow wipers 146, 
148 between the "wideset's‘of wipers at the top and bot 
tom- of the applicator could be eliminated and the wide 
wipers made to wipe ‘the unobstructed portions of the gap 
or passage 132. " " ' 

The wipers 146a and 148a will obstruct the top and 
bottom portions of the discharge ori?ce so that the 
spray and deposition pattern produced by the applicator 
on a stationary workpiece will’ be a pair of ‘slightly 
curved, spaced or separated bands elongated in a gener 
ally vertical direction. Such an arrangement eliminates 
the curved top and bottom portions ofthe annular dep 
osition pattern that otherwise would be obtained with 
an uninterrupted or substantially continuous annular 
spray pattern. A more uniform thickness of deposited 
coating material will thus be obtained when "the ver 
tically disposed workpiece is moved past the’ applicator 
in a horizontal direction, as in Fig. 9. 'If the vertically 
disposed workpiece were moved in a vertical direction, the 
wide wipers should be adjacent the horizontal center line 
of the applicator. With respect to the direction of move 
ment of the plane of the workpiece, the wipers 146a, 
148a should be arranged so that the direction of elon~ 
gation of the spaced bands produced by the applicator 
will be normal to the direction of movement of'the plane 
of the workpiece so that the workpiece will intercept 
?rst one band and then the other and will be successively 
sprayed thereby. ' 

Fig‘. 3 is a diagrammatic illustration of arelated form 
of electrostatic atomizer ‘in which the novel wiping and 
cleaning feature'of the present invention may be in 
cluded. The applicator comprises a pair of flat, circular 
disk elements including an upper disk element 211 and 
lower disk element 212, each'of which has an extended, 
attenuated ‘discharge edge 213, 214 which may be of 
knife-edge sharpness. ' The outer disk 211 is provided 
with a shaft 216 which is coaxially received in a hollow 
shaft 218 of the inner member. The adjacent faces of 
the upper and lower member may be relieved from the 
edge of the disks to a point inwardly thereof to form a 
paint supply passage 220 which extends continuously 
around ‘thedisks. Paint is supplied to the passage 220 
through a suitable opening 222 in the lower member and 
flows from the passage 220 in a thin ?lm to the discharge 
ori?ces 224>formed between the relieved portions of the 
disks. With ‘the atomizer spaced from and mounted with 

" its axis parallel to the article surface to be coated, the 
atomizer will produce a. generally ?at, 360 degree spray 
pattern therefrom. ' 
' Cleaning of the passage 2270 is e?ected by the wipers 
226 and ‘22$; which are carried by and maybe provided 
uniformly (around the paint carrying surfaces of the up 
per and, lower members in the manner suggested herein. 
The “upper member may be -o'scillatably ‘indexed with 
respect to the ‘lower member by mechanism similar to 
that already described, such as an air cylinder 230 the 
piston‘r'od 232 of'which may be loosely coupled to a 
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lever element 234. The element 234 is shown con 
nected to the shaft 216 and entends through an elongated, 
transverse slot inthe hollow shaft 218 of the lower mem 
ber substantially as'sliown. ~ 7 I 

As in the case of the embodiment of ‘Fig. 4A, one or 
more pairs‘of-enlarged wiper elements can be employed 
in the applicator of Fig. 3 to obstruct any portion of the 
circular discharge ori?ce and thereby interrupt any de 
sired portion of the ?at, 360 degree spray pattern other 
wise obtained therefrom. ‘ 

It is apparent that the novel cleaning and wiping ar 
rangements described herein can be embodied in various 
other forms and ‘shapes of electrostatic atomizing ap 
plicator devices having a ?ne discharge ori?ce and that 
various arrangements ‘and forms of movable wipers in 
the extended passage conveying liquid to the discharge 
ori?ce can 'be employed, all within the province of the 
present invention. ‘ 
What is claimed is: 
1. An electrostatic coating system comprising in com 

bination a conveyor for conveying a succession of articles 
to be coated into a coating zone, an ‘atomizer in said 
zone spaced from said articles on said conveyor and 
comprising a pair of coaxially nested members de?ning 
an annular passage therebetween and including an outer 
member and an inner member, each having an attenuated 
forward discharge edge, ?uid supply means extending 
through one of said members and communicating with 
said annular passage, said fluid supply means being 
adapted to supply liquid material in a thin ?lm to the 
forward discharge edge of the atomizer for electrostatic 
atomization therefrom, the opposed surfaces of the‘ outer 
and inner members forming the opposite walls of said 
annular passage, a plurality of rigid wipers mounted in 
spaced relationship on said opposed surface of each of 
said‘ outer and inner members,'said wipers being spaced 
around said annular passage adjacent said forward dis 
charge edge, and each wiper being mounted on one of 
said walls‘ and projecting across said annular passage 
into wiping ‘engagement with the opposite wall 'of said 
annular passage to provide a wiping action when one of 

v said outer and inner members is rotatably displaced rela 
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tive to the other member, the wipers on the inner mem 
ber being equally spaced from each other and the wipers 
on the outer member being equally spaced from each 
other and angularly displaced from‘ the wipers on the 
inner member, actuating means on the atomizer for 
moving one of said outer and inner members‘ relative to 
the other, and control means operable when said atomizer 
is located between articles on said conveyor to energize 
said actuating means for relative movement of vsaid mem 
bers onlywhen the ‘atomizer is between articles on ‘the 
conveyor. 

2. An electrostatic atomizer device of the character de 
scribed, comprising a pair of coaitially nested‘ members 
de?ning an annular passage therebetween and including 
an outer member and an inner member, each having an 
attenuated forward discharge‘ edge, the edges-being spaced 
from each other and de?ning the forward edge" of said 
annular passage, ?uid supply means extending through 
one of said members and communicating with said an 
nular passage, said fluid supply means being adapted to 
supply liquid material in a thin ?lm to the forward dis 
charge edge of the atomizer for electrostatic atomiza 
tion therefrom, ‘the opposed surfaces of the outer and 
inner members forming'the opposite walls of said annular 

' passage, and a plurality of rigid wipers mounted in spaced 
relationship‘ on said opposed surface of each of ‘said 
outer and inner members, said wipers being spaced around 
said‘ annular passage adjacent said forward'idischarge 
edge, and each wiper being mounted on one" of said walls 
and projecting across said annular passage into wiping 
engagement with the opposite wall of said annular pas 
as? is rare areas actian when one at Said but“ 
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and inner members is rotatably displaced relative to 
the other member. 

3. Apparatus of the character claimed in claim 2, 
wherein the wipers on the inner member are equally 
spaced from each other and the wipers on the outer 
member are equally spaced from each other and are 
angularly displaced from the wipers on the inner mem 
ber. 

4. An electrostatic atomizer device comprising a pair 
of coaxially nested members de?ning an annular pas 
sage therebetween and including an outer member and 
an inner member, each member having an attenuated for 
ward discharge edge, the inner member being in sliding 
engagement throughout a substantial portion of its length 
with the outer member, the outer wall of said annular 
passage provided by said outer member being slightly 
inclined to the inner wall thereof provided by said inner 
member to permit of changing the width of said passage, 
?uid supply means extending through one of said mem 
bers and communicating with said annular passage for 
supplying liquid material as a thin ?lm to the forward 
edge of the atomizer for electrostatic atomization there 
from, means for adjusting the inner member axially with 
reference to the outer member, said outer member hav 
ing an opening therein located behind said annular pas-. 
sage through which an adjusting tool may be inserted 
to engage and displace the inner member axially of the 
outer member and change the thickness of the ?lm of 
liquid supplied to the forward edge of the atomizer, and 
means for rotating the inner member with reference to 
the outer member. 

5. An electrostatic atomizer device comprising a pair 
of coaxially nested members de?ning an annular pas 
sage therebetween and including an outer member and 
an inner member, each member having an attenuated for 
ward discharge edge, the inner member being in sliding 
engagement throughout a substantial portion of its length 
with the outer member, the outer wall of said annular 
passage provided by said outer member being slightly 
inclined to the inner wall thereof provided by said in— 
ner member to permit of changing the width of said pas 
sage so that the passage is most restricted when the for 
ward edges of said members lie in a common plane, ?uid 
supply means extending through one of said members and 
communicating with said annular passage for supplying 
liquid material as a thin ?lm to the forward edge of the 
atomizer for electrostatic atomization therefrom, means 
for adjusting the inner member axially with reference to 
the outer member, said outer member having an opening 
therein located behind said annular passage through 
which an adjusting tool may be inserted to engage and 
displace the inner member axially of the outer member 
and change the thickness of the ?lm of liquid supplied 
to the forward edge of the atomizer, and means for rotat 
ing the inner member with reference to the outer member. 

6. An electrostatic atomizer device comprising a pair 
of coaxially nested members formed of dielectric mate 
rial de?ning an annular passage therebetween and in 
cluding an outer member of approximate spherical con 
?guration and an inner member each having an attenuated 
forward discharge edge, the inner member being in slid 
ing engagement throughout a substantial portion of its 
length with the outer member, the outer wall of said 
annular passage provided by said outer member being 
slightly inclined to the inner wall thereof provided by 
said inner member to permit of changing the width of 
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10 
said passage so that the passage is most restricted when 
the forward edges of said members lie in a common plane, 
and ?uid supply means extending through one of said 
members and communicating with said annular passage 
near said discharge edges for supplying liquid material 
as a thin ?lm to the forward edge of the atomizer for 
electrostatic atomization therefrom, said outer member 
having a rearwardly facing opening therein located be 
hind said annular passage through which an adjusting 
tool may be inserted to engage and displace the inner 
member axially of the outer member and change the 
?lm thickness of the liquid supplied to the forward edge 
of the atomizer. 

7. An electrostatic atomizer device comprising a pair 
of coaxially nested members de?ning an annular passage 
therebetween and including an outer member and an 
inner member each having an attenuated forward dis 
charge edge, the outer wall of said annular passage pro 
vided by said outer member being slightly inclined to the 
inner wall thereof provided by said inner member to 
permit of changing the width of said passage so that the 
passage is most restricted when the forward edges of said 
members lie in a common plane, and ?uid supply means 
extending through one of said members and communicat 
ing with said annular passage for supplying liquid mate 
rial as a thin ?lm to the forward edge of the atomizer 
for electrostatic atomization therefrom, ‘said outer mem 
ber having an opening therein located behind said an 
nular passage through which an adjusting tool may be 
inserted to engage and displace the inner member axially 
of the outer member and change the?lm thickness of the 
liquid supplied to the forward edge of the atomizer. 

8. An electrostatic atomizer device of the character 
described comprising a pair of coaxially nested members 
de?ning an annular passage therebetween including an 
outer member and an inner member each having a for 
ward discharge edge of approximately knife-edge sharp 
ness, said outer member having a cylindrical cavity there 
in coaxially receiving said inner member, and ?uid sup 
ply means extending through one of said members and 
communicating with said annular passage for supplying 
liquid material to the forward edge of the atomizer for 
electrostatic atomization therefrom, said inner member 
being movable axially of said outer member, the walls 
of the annular passage de?ned by said members being 
oppositely inclined and diverging rearwardly from the 
forward edge of said atomizer to permit of increasing 
?uid ?ow and changing the cone angle of the spray pro 
duced therefrom upon axial adjustment of the inner mem 
ber in either direction from the outer member. 
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